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Among the leading mobile phone operating systems that are widely in use these days are Android
and iOS. Online games on these platforms are gaining wide popularity and endless puzzle games
and casual games are being created to entertain the online gamers.  When the language for
presenting content in the web is getting evolved, HTML5 has come up as the latest version. A report
states that when Android is considered as the most popular mobile browser, in regard to HTML5
performance, Appleâ€™s iOS is the top. HTML5 games have emerged as the most powerful option
allowing the games which not only create extreme fun and but also are addictive at the same time.

Online gaming industry has experienced explosive growth in the past few years. Mobile gaming has
become the craze of youth of today. What makes mobile gaming massive popular is its dynamic
nature which has not only played a role in changing the structure of video game business but also
has changed the attitude of people towards gaming. The development in the mobile industry has
made us take the fun of HTML5 online games anytime, anywhere with the wide range of mobile
devices. Rather than limiting themselves to the PCs or consoles, the gamers of today expect to
access the games of their choice from any device that they like. Mobile gaming suits our busy
lifestyle and meets our expectations as well. The amazing sales growth of tablets, smartphones
point to the bright future of these devices.

The reason behind huge popularity of HTML5 among the developers is being an open source and
totally free more and more developers are getting interested to create amazing games. It is the high
HTML5 Performance level that the developers are creating games for the gamers to play for
absolutely free and this is possible without compromising with the quality. For instance, NTFusion
has developed a superb range of puzzle games, the latest of which is HTML5 cross-platform game
Fruity Annie. This interesting online Physics game can be played for absolutely free and the gaming
enthusiasts will be all the more excited because Fruity Annie runs smoothly on Android devices.

According to a report, the Android powered devices have gone through massive improvements in
image-movement abilities and the latest version of Android devices provide much more viable
environment for HTML5 cross-platform game like Fruity Annie. Therefore, now the gamers can take
the fun of playing such HTML5 games even when they are on the move and playing Fruity Annie on
Android devices can be a great experience. The cross-platform physics game from NTFusion is
meant for those who are looking for an exciting puzzle game with various tools and challenging
levels.

With increased advancement in mobile device development and with tremendous growth in
smartphone and tablet markets, Android and iOS devices are coming up as the top choice for
gaming enthusiasts. Being equipped with most of the important features of portable gaming devices
like fast graphics, touch screens, accelerometers, motion sensors and contact managers together
with wireless interfaces for Internet access, the Android devices prove to be quite successful in
running the latest HTML5 online games smoothly. Another advantage for the Android users is they
can download the games anywhere from the Android Market, they do not require to go to a store.
With the hardware going through a continuous phase of improvement mobile gaming offers a rich
user experience. The mobile game development is expected to go a long way and with HTML5
games on Android devices the age of new mobile games has begun.
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Author has been associated with NTFusion for a long time that shares and makes great a HTML5
Games. All the offered casual games are well-chosen to ensure that gamers have the best online
game experience and are updated every day.
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